About binding

Q9 Have you ever made scrappy binding,
striped binding, matched binding or any
other special binding technique? Do tell!
Answ ered: 181

Skipped: 33

#

Responses

Date

1

Binding with faux piping.

6/21/2014 10:15 AM

2

No

6/21/2014 10:11 AM

3

Sc rappy

6/21/2014 9:41 AM

4

I often do sc rappy binding or insert piec es for design effec ts.

6/21/2014 7:23 AM

5

Lots of sc rappy ones due to lac k of enough of one kind. I'll try others eventually

6/21/2014 6:33 AM

6

I've had to piec e together binding of differing c olors to make the material be enough, but nothing
too diffic ult.

6/21/2014 5:35 AM

7

Love sc rappy binding and love to matc h up the patterns. For matc hing patterns I always c ut
enough extra to have a full repeat of the pattern at the end so I c an matc h it up and not have to
worry about being short

6/21/2014 5:16 AM

8

No

6/21/2014 3:05 AM

9

I fussy c ut a binding onc e to get a spec ific part of the fabric to show perfec tly on the front. That
was really fun. Striped binding YES. Matc hed binding, someday soon.

6/20/2014 10:49 PM

10

Yes, sc rappy for sure and I have tried your matc hed binding onc e and managed to make it work!

6/20/2014 9:31 PM

11

Sc rappy

6/20/2014 8:15 PM

12

Sc rappy yes. Fun.

6/20/2014 7:59 PM

13

Nope.

6/20/2014 7:29 PM

14

No, I'm pretty boring as far as bindings go.

6/20/2014 6:59 PM

15

Sc rappy

6/20/2014 4:09 PM

16

Sc rappy and striped

6/20/2014 3:45 PM

17

Yes. Did a work quilt when 20 people did different bloc ks in c ompletely different styles/c olours.
Most people had extra fabric that I made binding from to draw it together.

6/20/2014 3:13 PM

18

sc rappy, and striped (I am assuming you mean flanged, where there is a narrow stripe of some
c ontrasting fabric showing on the front that you stitc h-in-the-ditc h from the front to finish).

6/20/2014 1:00 PM

19

Oc c asionally sc rappy if I'm low on a partic ular fabric I want to use for it.

6/20/2014 12:15 PM

20

Yes, I have done bias binding. I also love using random lengths leftover from the quilt.

6/20/2014 12:05 PM

21

Yes, I've piec ed bindings before.

6/20/2014 11:57 AM

22

nope

6/20/2014 11:45 AM

23

Sc rappy binding

6/20/2014 10:18 AM

24

No.

6/20/2014 9:57 AM

25

sc rappy.

6/20/2014 9:37 AM

26

I put my label on the binding so that both sides of the quilt c an be viewed without a label taking
away from the design. Using the alphabet on my mac hine, I embroider all the label info so that it
c an be viewed on the bac k of the quilt on the lower right edge.

6/20/2014 9:31 AM

27

No

6/20/2014 7:43 AM

28

n/a

6/20/2014 7:39 AM
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29

I've made 'large sc rappy' binding, used two FQ.

6/20/2014 7:27 AM

30

Store bought pre-made double fold bias tape for the smaller projec ts.

6/20/2014 7:25 AM

31

Sc rappy and striped

6/20/2014 6:48 AM

32

No

6/20/2014 6:41 AM

33

I love a sc rappy binding, usually made with leftover strips from the fabric s used in the projec t. Of
c ourse you c an't go wrong with a solid. I don't do striped very often. Oh, dots are fabulous!

6/20/2014 6:28 AM

34

Yes! Binding c an totally make or break a quilt!

6/20/2014 6:27 AM

35

For the c urved binding on a wedding ring quilt, I watc hed Sharon Shamber's binding tutorial
videos a million times!

6/20/2014 6:19 AM

36

No

6/20/2014 6:01 AM

37

Yes. I have a tutorial on how to matc h striped binding on my blog.
http://liketosew.blogspot.c om/p/tutorials.html I also folded over the bac king as binding on one of
my quilts.

6/20/2014 5:57 AM

38

I have made sc rappy binding and 2 sided binding.

6/20/2014 5:49 AM

39

Nope

6/20/2014 5:46 AM

40

No. Plan to make a sc rappy binding with some leftover jelly roll strips on a rec ent finish

6/20/2014 5:27 AM

41

All! Yes!

6/20/2014 4:59 AM

42

Sc rappy

6/20/2014 4:57 AM

43

No, but I was rec ently inspired by Brigitte Giblin, talented Australian quilter, who uses many
different binding tec hniques inspired by her Frenc h heritage and love for European quilts.

6/20/2014 4:32 AM

44

Sc rappy. I liked that.

6/20/2014 4:21 AM

45

I have used leftover bits from the quilt top to make the binding, using multiple c olours of different
lengths.

6/20/2014 3:59 AM

46

Lots of sc rappy... Some stripped... Only a few matc hed...

6/20/2014 3:43 AM

47

Several times. Fun finish

6/20/2014 2:14 AM

48

yes I've done a false piped binding onc e - and it looked beautiful!

6/20/2014 1:31 AM

49

Sc rappy, no tec hnique!

6/20/2014 1:29 AM

50

Sc rappy

6/20/2014 1:24 AM

51

love to use leftover fabric from the quilt top to make sc rappy binding

6/20/2014 1:08 AM

52

I have made sc rappy binding but I prefer it to all be the same mostly.

6/20/2014 1:05 AM

53

Yes sc rappy for some art quilts.

6/20/2014 1:04 AM

54

Sc rappy binding yes. I just see together in a straight line (meaning no angles) and sew slowly when
I c ome to that part in the binding.

6/20/2014 12:51 AM

55

Sc rappy

6/20/2014 12:22 AM

56

I want to make a sc rappy binding... ac tually I did onc e but it was for something small - a table
runner I think. But I have a quilt that is yet to be quilted that I know is going to want a sc rappy
binding.

6/20/2014 12:18 AM

57

Onc e. I put a spec ific fabric in a spec ific spot. It was a pain but I like the result.

6/19/2014 11:45 PM

58

I love sc rappy

6/19/2014 11:10 PM

59

no

6/19/2014 11:09 PM

60

Yes - sc rappy

6/19/2014 10:46 PM

61

sc rappy and striped - haven't tried matc hed

6/19/2014 10:40 PM

62

I've done sc rappy binding, and definitely will try some matc hed binding and other spec ial
tec hniques at some point!

6/19/2014 10:39 PM
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63

Love sc rappy bindings

6/19/2014 10:35 PM

64

sc rappy binding

6/19/2014 10:13 PM

65

No, I have not had the c onfidenc e to do anything 'outside' the box yet ;-)

6/19/2014 10:00 PM

66

i've made sc rappy binding a few times. i've matc hed it to part of the bac k piec ing onc e (just using
the trimmed off parts of the bac king).

6/19/2014 9:59 PM

67

Yes, I've made sc rappy binding, just sewed a bunc h of c olors from the quilt into the binding.

6/19/2014 9:37 PM

68

No, but I would love to try your stripped binding tec hnique.

6/19/2014 9:17 PM

69

I love sc rappy binding! I have a little glass terrarium shaped like a house on my sewing table with
little rolls of quilt binding inside. If I need a sc rappy binding, I just pull out the rolls and join.

6/19/2014 9:10 PM

70

I adore sc rappy binding. for those I usually join my strips with a straight seam rather than diagonal.
it adds a bit of bulk but I tend to like the look better.

6/19/2014 8:32 PM

71

Sc rappy binding

6/19/2014 8:26 PM

72

Sc rappy bindings for the win! They c an be lots of fun. I also put two notc hes of different fabric in
my quilt an c all it my Glitter Flec ked Binding.

6/19/2014 8:14 PM

73

Sc rappy

6/19/2014 8:06 PM

74

YES. Love sc raps.

6/19/2014 7:57 PM

75

not yet, but I'm looking forward to it!

6/19/2014 7:37 PM

76

Yes , yes, and yes

6/19/2014 7:36 PM

77

Yes , yes, and yes

6/19/2014 7:36 PM

78

Yes, sc rappy and striped.

6/19/2014 7:25 PM

79

Sc rappy

6/19/2014 7:20 PM

80

No, but I'd love to!

6/19/2014 7:17 PM

81

Yes! Sc rappy, to look like a barber pole.

6/19/2014 7:16 PM

82

No

6/19/2014 7:13 PM

83

Sc rappy yes!

6/19/2014 7:13 PM

84

Sc rappy

6/19/2014 7:10 PM

85

Sc rappy binding. It's a great way to use left over fabric from the quilt.

6/19/2014 7:08 PM

86

I've done sc rappy binding for a pretty floral quilt.

6/19/2014 7:04 PM

87

Often sc rappy

6/19/2014 6:59 PM

88

Sc rappy and I loved it!

6/19/2014 6:54 PM

89

Sc rappy...

6/19/2014 6:52 PM

90

Not yet.

6/19/2014 6:49 PM

91

no

6/19/2014 6:46 PM

92

All but the matc hed binding, but your tutorial is on my buc ket list!

6/19/2014 6:44 PM

93

Sc rappy binding all the time--using leftover strips

6/19/2014 6:38 PM

94

I love a sc rappy binding. I refuse to use really small piec es or join end to end. It had to join on the
bias or I'm not interested.

6/19/2014 6:29 PM

95

I have done all those

6/19/2014 6:29 PM

96

Sc rappy and striped.

6/19/2014 6:27 PM

97

I have made a sc rappy binding with leftovers. I did not matc h the plac ement to anything in the
quilt top, it was just straight sc rappy bits of binding that I strung together to make a long enough
piec e.

6/19/2014 6:24 PM
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98

Just sc rappy, but I'd like to try your matc hed binding sometime.

6/19/2014 6:09 PM

99

I have done sc rappy binding, and one time inserted little white "spac er" fabric in between the
sc raps to set them off.

6/19/2014 6:01 PM

100

Sc rappy.

6/19/2014 6:00 PM

101

No

6/19/2014 5:55 PM

102

Sc rappy sometimes. I tried to matc h c olors onc e but my tec hnique needs work.

6/19/2014 5:53 PM

103

I love the look of striped binding, so it is worth the extra effort if it adds to the overall look of the
finished produc t

6/19/2014 5:51 PM

104

Have done sc rappy, but only with fabric s already in the quilt top

6/19/2014 5:51 PM

105

Yes, I have done sc rappy, striped, bias, or regular!

6/19/2014 5:51 PM

106

I have made sc rappy but never matc hed binding to a spec ific bloc k design. I am not that OCD!

6/19/2014 5:50 PM

107

Sc rappy or matc hed, depends

6/19/2014 5:49 PM

108

I love to do sc rappy bindings and striped bindings.

6/19/2014 5:43 PM

109

All of the above and I have added flange too or tuc ked in wide ric rac

6/19/2014 5:43 PM

110

No

6/19/2014 5:42 PM

111

Sc rappy with whatever is left

6/19/2014 5:40 PM

112

Sc rappy

6/19/2014 5:39 PM

113

I made a c razy matc hed binding, thanks to your tutorial!

6/19/2014 5:38 PM

114

I sometimes make a sc rappy binding, to use up sc raps from the quilt.

6/19/2014 5:32 PM

115

Sc rappy, striped, and fac ing binding for minis or art quilts. Matc hed too, but only when the whole
quilt top is ine c olor (border with same fabric as binding.

6/19/2014 5:31 PM

116

No

6/19/2014 5:28 PM

117

Sc rappy. Some quilts just need it

6/19/2014 5:27 PM

118

No but I'd love to!

6/19/2014 5:21 PM

119

I really like to do the flanged binding. It looks like piping and is suc h a great design element!

6/19/2014 5:20 PM

120

I mostly use one fabric for binding but have done sc rappy

6/19/2014 5:12 PM

121

No

6/19/2014 5:10 PM

122

No but am planning to soon...

6/19/2014 5:03 PM

123

Angled binding on my triangles quilt

6/19/2014 5:01 PM

124

Sc rappy, added random ac c ents, matc hed (or at least I tried to matc h), flat piping, ric k-rac k piping
(sewn like a flat piping)

6/19/2014 5:01 PM

125

No. However, my next quilt will hopefully have a sc rappy binding.

6/19/2014 4:59 PM

126

I did a sc rappy binding for a quilt mixing prints from the quilt.

6/19/2014 4:59 PM

127

Yep. Depending on if the quilt needs it.

6/19/2014 4:54 PM

128

No

6/19/2014 4:52 PM

129

I often use sc rappy bindings but that is all.

6/19/2014 4:43 PM

130

Often make sc rappy binding.

6/19/2014 4:34 PM

131

I have sewn the binding to the front by stitc h in the ditc h. Instead of pins, I glue it down.

6/19/2014 4:30 PM

132

Matc hed binding; fac ing.

6/19/2014 4:25 PM

133

Just made a supernova quilt and threw in some random piec es on my solid binding to c arry over
the nova effec t. Love sc rappy binding to spic e up a lot of negative spac e.

6/19/2014 4:22 PM

134

Sc rappy and striped

6/19/2014 4:18 PM
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135

Sc rappy binding!

6/19/2014 4:15 PM

136

sc rappy!

6/19/2014 4:14 PM

137

Sc rappy, yes.

6/19/2014 4:13 PM

138

Yep, all of the above.

6/19/2014 4:12 PM

139

Sc rappy, bias, stripey, never done matc hed but I'd like to.

6/19/2014 4:08 PM

140

No. I want to prac tic e though

6/19/2014 3:47 PM

141

Yes! I have bec ome a big fan of sc rappy binding! I usually try to use the leftover piec es of whatever
I put in the quilt.

6/19/2014 3:45 PM

142

All of the above exc ept striped binding.

6/19/2014 3:45 PM

143

Yes. Sc rappy, striped and the two c olored one that looks like piping.

6/19/2014 3:41 PM

144

Yes, I've matc hed the stripes on a bias binding, sc rappy binding, but usually matc hing binding.

6/19/2014 3:40 PM

145

Yes, love that!

6/19/2014 3:32 PM

146

Very often I use a sc rappy binding, espec ially on a sc rappy strip quilt made of leftover bindings

6/19/2014 3:30 PM

147

Sc rappy binding

6/19/2014 3:22 PM

148

I almost always use more than one fabric when I bind.

6/19/2014 3:12 PM

149

Sc rappy binding but only rarely (ie, running out of fabric ). I also like to do flange binding
sometimes for an extra pop of c olor and texture.

6/19/2014 3:12 PM

150

I often keep sc raps of binding and use them on other quilts. I also experiment with a double
binding as well were on is bound and one is a pop of c olor folded on top of the quilt.

6/19/2014 2:59 PM

151

Yes, using the sc raps rom the quilt

6/19/2014 2:47 PM

152

No, I don't have the skill!

6/19/2014 2:46 PM

153

sc rappy

6/19/2014 2:36 PM

154

Sc rappy, striped, flanged, double sided to matc h front & bac k but not like you've done matc hing to
the front auilt pattern.

6/19/2014 2:30 PM

155

yes sc rappy, its so muc h fun, its like a little story traveling around the quilt!

6/19/2014 2:29 PM

156

No, not yet.

6/19/2014 2:28 PM

157

I've made sc rappy binding (on quilts), c heater binding (for plac emats), single fold binding (for tiny
things), and bias binding (for c urvy things and c lothes).

6/19/2014 2:15 PM

158

Sc rappy

6/19/2014 2:12 PM

159

All I've done is join jelly rolls strips together for binding, and I have inserted a little sec tion of a
different fabric in binding a few times.

6/19/2014 2:05 PM

160

Yes, sc rappy, striped, matc hed, non-mitred fac ing, binding. I haven't tried reversible yet -- that's
next!

6/19/2014 2:01 PM

161

No

6/19/2014 2:00 PM

162

Not yet, but the c urrent projec t I am working on is begging to have a piec e of matc hed binding :)

6/19/2014 1:59 PM

163

Sc rappy!

6/19/2014 1:57 PM

164

Sc rappy and matc hed (not at the same time)

6/19/2014 1:54 PM

165

Yes! I love a sc rappy binding made with my sc raps.

6/19/2014 1:52 PM

166

I've oc c asionally c ut striped fabric on the bias to make a c andy-stripe binding, but it's a lot of
trouble!

6/19/2014 1:50 PM

167

Have made sc rappy binding but haven't used it yet. I've found quite a few c ool binding
tips/tec hniques on Pinterest and have pinned them, but then I always end up doing it the way I've
always done it - probably bec ause I'm very c onfident I c an do it that way, and trying something new
tends to make me nervous!

6/19/2014 1:44 PM
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168

Sc rappy, striped and solid.

6/19/2014 1:38 PM

169

Yes

6/19/2014 1:37 PM

170

No

6/19/2014 1:36 PM

171

I often do sc rappy bindings with the sc raps from the projec t. In my early quilting days, I made
bindings with the bac king.

6/19/2014 1:28 PM

172

Sc rappy binding

6/19/2014 1:27 PM

173

I've made both sc rappy and striped bindings!

6/19/2014 1:18 PM

174

Nope. Just do it the plain old fashioned way

6/19/2014 1:11 PM

175

Yes sc rappy and striped.

6/19/2014 1:09 PM

176

On a quilt made from 2" squares I added an extra row on all sides and folded them to the bac k for a
sc rappy binding.

6/19/2014 1:08 PM

177

I'm embarrassed to say that sometimes I don't use binding! I folding the bac king over onto the front
and mac hine stitc h.

6/19/2014 1:08 PM

178

Sc rappy. I used it on a quilt that needed those pops of bright around it

6/19/2014 1:06 PM

179

Yes sc rappy

6/19/2014 1:00 PM

180

Yes, sc rappy, using all my little fabric s

6/19/2014 1:00 PM

181

No, I have not.

6/19/2014 12:58 PM
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